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Excerpt from open letter
to Barack Obama
from Alice Walker
(turn page for full letter)

You have no idea,
really, of how
profound this moment
is for us. Us being
the black people of
the Southern United
States. You think you
know, because you
are thoughtful, and
you have studied our
history. But seeing
you deliver the torch
so many others before
you carried, year after
year, decade after
decade, century after
century, only to be
struck down before
igniting the flame of
justice and of law, is
almost more than the
heart can bear. And
yet, this observation
is not intended to
burden you, for you
are of a different time,
and, indeed, because
of all the relay runners
before you, North
America is a different
place. It is really only
to say: Well done.
Alice Walker,
born 1944 in Georgia, USA

Keeping in touch
Seeking renewal:
the search for growing points

A

t the recent meeting of the Camphill Correspondence Support Group, we realised that although there
are many losses, difficulties and much change in the
Camphill world which takes us away from the original
impulse that so galvanised the early life of Camphill, all
is not lost! There are also so many efforts amongst people
to introduce renewal, a new way of bringing Camphill
to the world. There is much seeking for renewal; there
are many tiny growing points both within the centres
themselves and very much also from people who have
once lived in Camphill centres and who now foster
their Camphill candles in places other than the centres
themselves.
With the start of the new year we would like to propose
a theme for the Correspondence for this whole year,
rather than just one issue: ‘Seeking renewal: searching
for growing points’. We would like, together with you,
to celebrate, nurture, and help these many tender seeds
to grow.
You, our faithful readers, both near and far, are warmly
encouraged to tell us about such initiatives and the attempts at such initiatives. Many of these are truly tender
and small: a few people starting a new group, tentative
new forms of community building, new approaches
to Bible Evenings, other new ways of approaching
Camphill. These growing points are imbued with enthusiasm, commitment, and the desire to bring the best
of the life-enhancing qualities of Camphill alive again.
Please remember that when I ask people to write about
their experiences for the Correspondence the first thing
virtually everyone says in horror is ‘I’m not a writer!’ I
tell them – good! We are not looking for ‘writers’; we
are looking for people who are willing to share their
experiences and stories and discoveries. So don’t let
that discourage you.
May I emphasize that we are not looking for a description of grand new initiatives – or rather not only! We
would specially like to hear about attempts, even if not
so successful yet, or initiatives that are still tiny. There
are many such initiatives around, and it seems that we
would be encouraged, warmed and helped to hear of
other attempts, questions, and successes. We do of
course receive such articles anyway from time to time,
and this theme is meant to focus on these issues, to bring
them more into our collective awareness. You will find
some such articles in this issue.
On a different note: our apologies to Eli Röder for not
including her on the birthday list in the Nov/Dec issue.
Her 85th birthday was December 15. A belated happy
birthday to you Eli from all of us!
Warm wishes for a fulfilling and life-enhancing year.
Your editor, Maria.
Dear relatives and friends,
Though I am full of gratitude it is beyond my strength
to write to all those who kindly sent me cards, letters
and presents for my 85th birthday. So I would like to
express my gratitude to you all by publishing this little
letter in the Camphill Correspondence.
Yours gratefully, Baruch Luke Urieli

Birthday list 2009
Becoming 95
Betty Colville, Simeon......................... September 26
Becoming 90
Phyllis Jacobson, Solborg............................March 24
Becoming 85
Elizabeth Patrzich, Simeon........................ January 30
Karin Herms, The Grange..............................May 14
Gunda Müller-Bay, Basel.................................June 7
Manfred Seyfert, Clanabogan..........................July 14
Mary Birkett, Hermanus......................... December 3
Geoffrey Bell, Simeon.......................... December 22
Becoming 80
Alan Henderson, Botton........................... January 12
Peter Bergel, Botton.................................. February 7
Dorette Schwabe, The Sheiling....................Apri1 21
Rita Weidmann, retired Milton Keynes..........May 24
Muriel Engel, ‘Roadside’ Newton Dee..............July 2
Angus Elliot, Botton.................................October 23
Kitty Henderson, Botton........................ November 3
Rosemarie Ziegler, Tübingen................. December 1
Christina v. Jeetze, Simeon.................. December 11
Gabriele v. Jeetze, Überlingen............. December 11
Cordula Böhm, The Lehenhof.............. December 12
Margrit Metraux, Copake..................... December 20
Becoming 75
Gerry Thomas, Hapstead...............................May 24
Heidi Feucht, Dunshane..................................June 5
Elisabeth Schäfer, Föhrenbühl........................June 17
Brigitte Greuter, Basel....................................June 24
Wulf Levin, Lehenhof.....................................July 12
Thammo von Freeden, Newton Dee...... September 3
Stella Russell, West Coast Village........... September 5
Fiona Masterton, Stourbridge............... September 20
Gerd Valentien, Lehenhof.......................October 22
Solveig Whittle, Botton............................October 31
Becoming 70
Friedemann Liebeck, Sellen...................... January 21
Adelheid Spieth, Lehenhof...................... January 22
Cobie den Hollander, Glencraig............... January 24
Michael Marcadé, Perceval.................... February 12
Michael Morrow, Botton...............................March 4
Shirley Wilson, West Coast Village..............March 14
Micky Nef, Botton.....................................March 19
Barbara Rodger, Beaver Run.......................March 28
Ursula Graupner, Lehenhof.......................... May 12
Ina von Storp, Lehenhof...................................June 6
Gisela Klinge, Nurnberg................................June 15
Marga Schnell, Camphill Schools..................June 24
Kumar Mal, Copake..........................................July 9
Eric Hoyland, Oaklands Park..................... August 28
Anna Hirsch, Stourbridge...................... September 9
Clive Morris, The Grange.........................October 28
Hilda Hechter, Hermanus Farm........... December 18
Rosemarie Scheucher, West Coast Village...... Dec.26
Helen Wolff, Copake.......................... December 30
Any additions for the birthday list,
please contact Sandra Stoddard at: sandrastoddard@gmail.com

Open Letter to Barack Obama from Alice Walker
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of his soul as he confronts the Chinese
ear Brother Obama,
government that invaded Tibet. Because,
You have no idea, really, of how
finally, it is the soul that must be preserved,
profound this moment is for us. Us being
if one is to remain a credible leader. All
the black people of the Southern United
else might be lost; but when the soul
States . You think you know, because you
dies, the connection to earth, to peoples,
are thoughtful, and you have studied our
to animals, to rivers, to mountain ranges,
history. But seeing you deliver the torch
purple and majestic, also dies. And your
so many others before you carried, year
smile, with which we watch you do graafter year, decade after decade, century
cious battle with unjust characterizations,
after century, only to be struck down
distortions and lies, is that expression of
before igniting the flame of justice and
healthy self-worth, spirit and soul, that,
of law, is almost more than the heart
kept happy and free and relaxed, can
can bear. And yet, this observation is not
find an answering smile in all of us, lightintended to burden you, for you are of a
ing our way, and brightening the world.
different time, and, indeed, because of
We are the ones we have been waiting
all the relay runners before you, North
Barack Obama,
for.
America is a different place. It is really
born 1961 in Hawaii, USA
In Peace and Joy,
only to say: Well done. We knew, through
Alice Walker
all the generations, that you were with us, in us, the best
Alice Walker is an author who has written, among other
of the spirit of Africa and of the Americas. Knowing this,
things, the critically acclaimed novel The Color Purple,
that you would actually appear, someday, was part of our
which won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. She writes
strength. Seeing you take your rightful place, based solely
on the issues of gender and race in the search for a
on your wisdom, stamina and character, is a balm for
common humanity. We have illustrated this issue with
the weary warriors of hope, previously only sung about.
images of great African Americans in honour of Barack
I would advise you to remember that you did not creObama’s presidential victory.
ate the disaster that the world is experiencing, and you
alone are not responsible for bringing the world back to
Correction
balance. A primary responsibility that you do have, however, is to cultivate happiness in your own life. To make a
Friedwart Bock has pointed out that in the November/
schedule that permits sufficient time of rest and play with
December 2007 Camphill Correspondence I made an
your gorgeous wife and lovely daughters. And so on. One
error concerning the building of Murtle Cottage, now St.
gathers that your family is large. We are used to seeing
Andrews. Peter Allan has given the following informamen in the White House soon become juiceless and as
tion: Murtle Cottage/St. Andrews was originally built in
white-haired as the building; we notice their wives and
the 1940s by the parents of John Allan. John was an early
children looking strained and stressed. They soon have
pupil from the wartime years. His parents made availsmiles so lacking in joy that they remind us of scissors.
able £1000 to build the original Murtle Cottage, which
This is no way to lead. Nor does your family deserve this
has later been transformed into St. Andrews House. The
fate. One way of thinking about all this is: It is so bad now
agreement was that during the holiday times the Allans
that there is no excuse not to relax. From your happy,
had the use of the cottage. This agreement continued
relaxed state, you can model real success, which is all that
until the Christmas holidays 1950/51.    John Baum
so many people in the world really want. They may buy
endless cars and houses and gobble up all the attention
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From ‘Community as path of learning’ to ‘Dialogue as path of learning’
The journey from the original Camphill Seminar in Curative Education to the BA Honours in
Curative Education – a personal account
Angelika Monteux, Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

F

ritjof Capra (2003) compares a community or organisation to a simple living organism such as a cell.
The cell needs a skin, a border that separates it from
other organisms and the environment, but it also needs
an opening to breathe, to take in nourishment; without
this exchange it will die.

The challenge
The Camphill Seminar in Curative Education began in
Aberdeen around 1946 when Karl König started this
training course for the early Camphill Rudolf Steiner
Schools (CRSS) co-workers. Over the years it went
through several changes and developments and became
the blueprint for Camphill seminars all over the world.
Great emphasis was put on the importance of personal
development within the framework of community living,
reflected in the title: ‘Community as path of learning’.
The content, firmly based on anthroposophy as well as
the challenge of community living, inspired and enabled
many people to take what they had learned into new
situations, to build new Camphill communities and to
take up and establish the work of curative education and
social therapy wherever it was wanted and needed.
This ‘in-house training’ was successful and adequate for
many years until changes in government policies and regulations in the 1980s began to demand new ways of training
and registration with accredited professional bodies.
This brought about a phase of uncertainty, fear and
confusion – Camphill as well as curative education
seemed to be doomed. What could be done? Should
we comply with anything the authorities wanted us to
do or stop doing, simply in order to survive somehow?
Or should we stick to our values, ideals and established
practices and go down fighting, blaming the evil forces
that were attacking us?

First tentative dialogue and support
The solution came eventually – from an unexpected
corner. During an HMI inspection our classroom teachers were told that they needed to know more about the
National Curriculum and mainstream teaching, so some
of them enrolled in evening courses at Northern College in Aberdeen, which was then the Teacher Training
College for this part of Scotland.
The person delivering the lessons became interested in
Camphill and curative education, conversations started
and the first idea of a recognized Camphill training in
Aberdeen began to surface.
This was the beginning of a long journey, a process
full of challenges, hard work, frustrations and successes.
Without a friend at Northern College and some other
important people from the so-called ‘outside world’,
who supported and encouraged us along the way, we
would not be where we are now. Their constant message
was: “You have something special, you have a training
that suits your purpose, do not hide and underestimate
your knowledge and competence – be pro-active, do
something with it!”



In this way the first group, consisting of Camphill coworkers and ‘outside’ friends was formed in 1995 to
work out a curriculum, write up courses in a language
that could be understood in the academic world and
to go through the first validation process in 1997. This
resulted in the ‘Curative Education Awards Scheme – BA
Degree in Curative Education’, delivered in partnership
with Northern College and CRSS, validated by the Open
University.

Teaching begins – first lessons learned
This first version of the BA programme was closely
modelled on the three years of the original Camphill
Seminar. My first surprise was that the university did not
seem to have any problems with the anthroposophical
content and that we were quite free to teach what we
wanted to teach.
The next surprise came when we were made aware
that our teaching methods were much more of a problem
than the content.
“When I read your students’ papers I get the impression that Rudolf Steiner’s words and ideas on Waldorf
Education are considered to be absolute truth, carved
in granite stone – inflexible and unchanging!” This was
one of the first comments of our External Examiner, who
by the way was one of these great friends and supporters I mentioned earlier. “This cannot be the fault of the
students – it has to do with your teaching” was his next
comment.
So one of the first lessons learned was that we could not
simply repeat Rudolf Steiner’s or Karl König’s or anybody
else’s wisdom, but present it in a way that allowed for
and stimulated questions, discussion, reflection.
From there we had to move on to appreciate and
engage in critical inquiry: what other approaches and
theories are there? What are the differences and similarities? Can I learn from them? If yes - what? If not - why not?
Why might I prefer the anthroposophical approach?
And quite clearly the most important lesson: the essential value of dialogue! Real dialogue with others,
openness to listen and learn, mutual understanding and
respect. This of course leads directly to yet another learning challenge: to learn to communicate with others who
do not know ‘anthro-speak’ and to learn their language.
So often language builds barriers and misunderstandings,
but when one makes the effort to uncover the meaning
behind words and phrases one can very often find common ground, common ideals and concerns.
There were of course again and again difficult situations and obstacles – bridge building was not always easy
and good intentions could go wrong. One example of
this was an attempt at creating occasions for Camphill
and Northern College tutors to get to know each other
and each other’s work through workshops. One such session almost broke the just emerging partnership because
Camphill tutors tried too hard to convince the others of
the value and merit of our approaches, giving the impression of superiority. This deeply offended and angered

some of the Northern College colleagues and it took
some time to re-establish trust and good will.
The lesson to be learned was that preaching and
trying to convince others does not work, but creates
division.
One step led to another and I found out that these
challenging situations are actually great learning
opportunities. Rather than relying on transmitted
knowledge and attitudes and becoming defensive or
even secretive about anthroposophy and Camphill,
it is important to find out
•
•
•
•

What is really essential for me?
How can I put my ideals into practice?
Why are they my ideals in the first place?
How can I explain all this to others without
using quotes, but in my own words, or even
better in their words?
• Can my words and their words become one
common language?
This has taken years to develop and still needs improvement. But we have learned that through this
process of dialogue, questioning and critical reflection one can actually strengthen one’s convictions,
become more certain and reach a deeper relationship
to anthroposophy – whilst at the same time being
much more open to and appreciative of other ways
of thinking and working.
Many students have told us that they find this to be
one of the most important aspects of their learning: to
engage with other areas of knowledge, other ways of
knowing and understanding the world and humanity. As
a result they are then confident and competent as curative educators to engage on an equal basis with other
professionals in expressing their professional contribution, to make their point without creating conflict, and
they can find ways of fruitful collaboration.
My personal conviction is that the future development
of anthroposophical initiatives and their recognition in
the world depend on this ability of reaching out and
exchanging ‘treasures’ with others.
F. Capra (2003) puts this into a simple image in his
book The Hidden Connections, when he describes the
essential aspects of Learning Communities.
Capra compares a community or organisation to a
simple living organism such as a cell. The cell needs
a skin, a border that separates it from other organisms
and the environment, but it also needs an opening to
breathe, to take in nourishment; without this exchange
it will die.
This tells me that a community wanting to offer teaching and learning opportunities must create and maintain
an identity and a visible ‘skin’, but also needs enough
openings for exchange, change, new learning and development.
This means that the original ‘community as path of
learning’ really had to metamorphose into ‘dialogue as
path of learning’ on its exciting journey to become a BA
Honours Programme.

Next steps and challenges
The next step on the journey came when Northern College merged with Aberdeen University and became part
of the School of Education in the Department for Lifelong
Learning in 2002.

Rosa Parks, born 1913 in Alabama, United States

This meant that we had to re-write everything for re-validation with the university: course descriptions, learning
aims and outcomes, programme specification, details of
teaching methods, delivery and assessment. An added
challenge was that we needed to add professional recognition to the academic award of the BA degree, because
without it graduating students would not get employment
and would not be able to work.
Also here our faithful friends supported and encouraged us and came along to meetings with the Scottish
Social Services Council to persuade them to accept the
BA in Curative Education (BACE) on their list of recognized qualifications, leading to professional registration
and employability. This involved some persistent political lobbying, which again we could not have done on
our own.
The professional status was then finally granted in 2003
and now our graduates can be employed and work in
any care setting in Scotland and some have found jobs
also in other countries.
But with this came yet another challenge: we needed
to demonstrate that supervision, teaching and assessment
of the practice of curative education were good enough,
transparent and objective. Clear procedures and criteria
for assessment had to be developed - not an easy task
when tutors, students and assessors live in the same
community or even in the same house.

The journey continues
And so it goes on and on – from one challenge to the
other. For four years the BACE was delivered in partnership with Aberdeen University and CRSS, and then the
time had come for the next re-validation. Again it was
back to the drawing board: almost two years of meetings,
discussions, disagreements, searching for better ways,
finding the best words (almost impossible and potentially
extremely frustrating), writing and re-writing documents.



But we made it: we now have a BA Honours in Curative
Education, well, we almost have it: the re-validation
process is in its last phase, waiting for approval from the
University Senate after having passed through its initial
scrutiny phases.
The partnership has developed very positively and
there is a lot of interest and support from the university.
The University Programme Director spends most of her
time in Camphill and several other university tutors give
a lot of their time and enthusiasm to the BACE and our
85 students.
I am quite often asked to tell others about this journey
and our success in integrating anthroposophical content
into a mainstream university, and there are two things I
want to point out once more: first of all the importance
of finding supporting friends and then listening to them
and their advice; I have again and again experienced that
these people recognize and perceive our ideals and aims
much more clearly than we do ourselves and can help
us to communicate them and to be proud of them.
The second thing is that the process I described can
seem so glorious and admirable and it is really important
to also say how difficult, tiring, frustrating and at times
even boring it can be – real hard work!
But then again there are of course really heart warming
experiences that make everything worthwhile and confirm that we are on the right path – usually coming from
students. Just two examples to show what I mean:
One recently graduated student told me how she had
finally managed to make a very much disliked family
member her best friend – “I used all my curative educational skills, made space for her and listened to her
with real openness, and it works!”
Another, who now works with a 14 year old boy in his
home, who had been given up by everyone including
himself, said: “I use what I have learned, I apply curative

education – and it actually works! – there is so much I
can do and he enjoys it”. She sounded surprised, and
I was happy!

Some facts
I realise that I have told this story without giving any
facts, so here is some information:
The BACE Honours is a part time programme, delivered in four stages over 5½ years. Students are usually
co-workers in a Camphill (or similar) community which
pays the tuition fees for them.
At this point we have 85 students; some have accessed
later stages of the programme which are delivered in
weekend blocks, via advanced entry. Some of them attend from Wales, England and Ireland.
Most of the teaching happens in the CRSS, taught by
Camphill tutors and lecturers, but in each stage there are
also lessons given by university tutors. In Stage III and IV
the university contribution increases considerably, when
the students start their research and inquiry projects.
All the practice teaching and learning happens where
the students live and work.
More information is available at:
www.abdn.ac.uk/education/courses/curative
Angelika Monteux
BACE Camphill Programme Director
Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools Aberdeen
email: a.monteux@crss.org.uk
Angelika has been in the Camphill Schools in
Aberdeen since 1973. She has been a teacher and
housemother, and has done Youth Guidance work.
Since 1999 she has been involved in setting up
and delivering the BA Honours degree in Curative
Education in partnership with Aberdeen University

A new expression of the Camphill ideals
Machteld Haugen, Coleg Elidyr, Wales

T

he 8th of October 2008 was a special day in Coleg
Elidyr. We had the first session of the Camphill Coleg
Elidyr Introductory Course for members of staff from the
different work areas in Coleg Elidyr.
For two years, Christine Koeller and I have been running an Introductory Course for our volunteer co-workers. We have a first year group, where we introduce the
co-workers to the Camphill impulse and anthroposophy
and a second year group with further study and a deepening of our understanding of the human being and the
cosmos. We treasure the fact that so many young volunteers are still coming towards us with their enthusiasm
and warmth of heart, but often they do not stay for more
than two years.
We had also realized for some time that major changes
were needed in the way we were recruiting, maintaining
and retaining house parents and teachers, because not
only were they not staying, they were simply not coming
in the first place. So for the last two years we have been
employing many members of staff for the differing areas
of responsibility within Coleg Elidyr to help us carry the
college into the future. Most people are now offered



employment and we are also employing many people
from the local area to help us run the college including
registered managers, house managers, assistant house
managers, support workers, teachers, etc. Some staff
members live in the college community and some live
outside. People from different backgrounds were knocking on our door and we wanted to let them in!
We have been helped by many knowledgeable people
and there is now stability in the college because people
are staying longer and able to contribute positively to
the running of the college. However, we became aware
that many members of staff, particularly in the leading positions, had little or no knowledge of Camphill
although there was a great openness and interest for
the impulse.
But how do we inspire everyone with the Camphill
ideals in today’s situation? This is of course a challenge,
and I realize that when I came to Camphill I was bathed
in the wellspring of the impulse. Now when I meet
Camphillers from the same period as me, there is still
a bond, a feeling of something special, because those
years were very special.

I don’t think that today we can expect that people who
come now experience the feeling of overall awe and
wonder, because times have changed. People are more
individual now, have different needs and the outside
bodies have a big influence on the daily life. Therefore
the whole structure of our organization had to be transformed and managed differently. We now have defined
roles and responsibilities with a clear line management
structure in the work organization. In the community of
Coleg Elidyr, each individual carries their own individual
destiny and is encouraged to contribute to the community out of an inner freedom and not because they are
expected to do so by the group.
But the ideals of Camphill are still the same and need
to be included in our job descriptions, staff supervisions
and appraisals, so that people can find a connection
through their involvement with the community.
We needed to create a course for staff to explore and
to have conversations about the Camphill impulse in
relation to what we do. So on 8th October we started
with a group of fourteen people: an office manager,
head of finance, head of personnel, the college manager,
teachers, house managers and assistant house managers,
head of care, staff training co-ordinator and assistant to
the head of care and the land workers.
Christine started with form drawing and then after tea
break, we took up all the subjects we introduce in our
first year introductory course. The first group will continue to meet every Wednesday morning until Christmas
and after Christmas we hope to work with another group.

Coleg Elidyr Introduction Course for staff

The course is still very young and new and like a plant
needs careful nurturing, but we are positive that it will
help us in our work together in the setting of a Camphill
Community College.
I wanted to share this, because I feel that we can move
forward towards the future with the hope that the ideals
as they were in the past can be embraced and still inspire
us in our life and work.
Machteld is a facilitator
for cultural, spiritual and social activities at Coleg Elidyr.

Enacting Raphael’s School of Athens — as a community building exercise
Beverley McCartney, near Llandeilo, Wales

O

ne of the current challenges at Coleg Elidyr is how
to maintain a true sense of community, harmony
and balance for everyone living and working here.
Directives from the different authorities and funding
bodies require a professionally qualified work force in all
areas of the college. Where people were once involved
in multiple areas of the life, they are now increasingly
separated into their different areas of expertise with a
correspondingly heavy workload. The start of a new
academic year also is the start of the annual cycle of
training for all of the staff, the managers, volunteer
co-workers and ancillary staff. The programme this
September provided the opportunity to include a community building event. The aim of the event was to use a
cultural activity as a tool for the whole college, including
the students/trainees, to get to know each other a little
better; to meet with others whom they do not see very
often and may not really know what their present role
is within the college.
The fifteenth century painter Raphael Sanzino of Urbino
(1483–1520) and one of his paintings, School of Athens,
with so many different aspects for study and with a possibility for involvement by the whole community, provided
the ideal subject. This is a painting that has been studied
in depth ever since he and his apprentices completed the
painting. Two words repeated again and again by every art
historian who has written about Raphael are balance and
harmony, two qualities that are essential to foster a healthy
educational community and a healthy social life.

Raphael was born on Good Friday, 6th April 1483. His
father, Giovanni Santi also a painter and poet, very soon
recognised his early genius and outstanding skills. When
Raphael was about ten his father realised that he could
teach him nothing more and apprenticed him to the
renowned artist Perugino (1445/50–1523). A year after
joining Perugino, Raphael’s father died. Within only a
few years Raphael had also surpassed Perugino’s skills
and when he was about eighteen, his name was known
further afield and he moved to Florence.
He quickly realised that he still had a lot to learn and
absorbed everything he could. A few years later he was
invited to go to Rome by Pope Julius 11. He was given the
commission to paint the Pope’s library. School of Athens
was one of the four frescoes that Raphael painted there.
The subjects for the paintings were, appropriately for the
library of a Pope, the relevance of the Eucharist, justice,
the arts, education and philosophy. When Bramante (the
architect of the new St Peter’s Basilica in Rome) died
Raphael was given the role of architect to continue with
the work. He continued to work for the Pope until his
death on 6 April 1520, also a Good Friday according to
Georgio Vasari (1511–74). He was only thirty-seven.
His contemporaries admired him not only for his ability as an artist, but he was universally respected and
loved as being gentle, kind, generous, helpful and hard
working.
How could such a young man have possessed these
skills and qualities almost from birth? Rudolf Steiner



School of Athens, Coleg Elidyr

mentions Raphael and his painting, School of Athens,
in his 1912 lecture on reincarnation. He offers the explanation that Raphael had previous incarnations and so
had brought other life forces with him. The fact that he
had been born on Good Friday was also very significant
for Steiner.
The programme for the morning event started with a
description of the artist, his life and his painting School
of Athens. The painting, the figures and their positions
relative to each other and the backdrop is the perfect
metaphor for life in a college of further education. The
structure and balance of the scene in the horizontal and
the vertical, the relationship, contrast and harmony between the sitting and standing figures, the architectural
background and the setting being a place of learning
with the intentional inclusion of the different aspects of
learning relate directly to the life in a Camphill Further
Education College. Nothing in the painting was accidental.
It was necessary at this point to have a break, to give a
breathing space and time for the ideas to settle into the
imagination. Following the coffee/tea break everyone
was then invited to choose to take the part of one of
the figures in the painting and to form a living tableau
of the scene.
Props and material in the many colours of the costumes worn by the figures were available for everyone

who wished to add a little to the
realism of their chosen character.
Almost sixty people milled about in
a melee, noisily choosing colours
and props, working hard to advise
and supporting each other in the interpretation and position that should
be assumed and helping to arrange
their costumes.
For fifteen minutes it seemed that
the whole event would descend into
total chaos. However, at the signal
for everyone to take their places, a
profound quiet descended as everyone seemed to hold their breath
and Raphael’s painting was spread
out before us.
Structure with balance and harmony, mutual sharing and support,
successful outcomes, learning, work, the arts and the
social are all important elements for every community.
This had truly been a community building event with
everyone present being completely involved and I would
like to thank everyone who took part and made the
morning an overwhelming success.
I would also like send a special thank you to Andrew
Wolpert, whose presentation of a similar event in Emerson College inspired me to attempt it for myself.

Sources:
Baxandall, M. Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy, 2nd Ed, O.U.P., 1988.
Steiner, R. Earthly and Cosmic Man, Ch. 5, R. Steiner
Publishing Company, 1948.
Vasari, G. Lives of the Artists Vol. 1, Penguin, 1965.
Wolfflin, H. Classic Art, Phaidon, 1952.
Beverly started working for Coleg Elidyr
in the mid 1990s as an office manager, and continued
in this post until a few years ago when she ‘retired’
and did a year’s course at Emerson on ‘The Spirit of
English’. Beverley is now teaching English to staff who
need it, helps with OCN courses and is an active
contributor to the cultural life in Coleg.

Experiences of renewal with study groups
Christoph Hänni, Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

D

uring the last couple of years I have been trying to
found and keep a study group alive. Because my
attempts were not blessed with roaring success, I thought
they were not worth mentioning. But I have been encouraged to share my experience.
I live in Cairnlee House, a small community with
young people with special needs. We have ten young
people, and we are at the moment 16 co-workers, of
which nine are so-called ‘short-term’, either for one
year, or for a few, as students of the university course in
curative education.
In the life of our community, anthroposophy was always part of the fabric. It is alive in the celebrating of



the festivals, it inspires the practices of daily life. It is
not much talked about. It is touched upon in the various
courses we offer, but time is limited. Those of us who
care for it carry it in their minds and express it through
their deeds, hopefully, but we certainly are no zealots
– which is a good thing.
Listening to the young co-workers, I often wonder
what they are taking away from Cairnlee House,
when continuing their lives elsewhere. Could they tell
anybody what anthroposophy is? Do they know who
Rudolf Steiner is, or Karl König? Have they heard of the
spiritual development of our cosmos, are they familiar
with the image of man we try to uphold with our work

in Camphill? There is so much one could study. And the
study of anthroposophy could throw so much light on
the big questions of our time, on the questions of the
young co-workers.
I decided to offer a study group to anybody interested
in exploring these questions.
Many of you will know what follows now, as you
have experienced similar situations. There is the initial
positive response. You start meeting once a week with
a reasonably sized group, after you identified the only
evening where it might be possible to do so in an incredibly dense timetable. You choose together a text which
could form the basis for these explorations. I suggested
for this Rudolf Steiner’s book An Outline of Goethe’s
World View. I did so because of my own experience
with this book and its importance of my own access to
anthroposophy.
Our group shrank very quickly: those people for whom I
specially intended this group to be for were not any more
part of it. There are very few evenings available, and to
commit yourself to spend that last evening on something
that is only interesting if you invest even more time in it
by reading and preparing, is simply too much.
There remained however a faithful core which kept
meeting throughout the year, getting engaged in very
interesting discussions.
Time goes by, and with a new ‘year’, a new set of
co-workers, you have to start from the beginning. Es-

pecially, if one of the greatest supporters of your study
group himself has moved on. The year followed the same
pattern. A new set of people, a different book to be the
red thread for the discussions, a reasonably sized group
which shrinks very quickly, except this time, there was
no core group left.
I did not want to give up, and a minute core group is
carrying on. It consists of a very few of us who already
have found a connection to anthroposophy. Because of
this, we read lectures by Rudolf Steiner together, and
feel we are getting something out of it.
It is now almost the same as before I started with study
groups in Cairnlee House. However, I am engaged with
a small circle reading something that I find very nourishing. And I am confident, that if I stay faithful to my
intention, better times will come.
My questions is: how can I, with the limited gifts I have,
share my sources of inspiration with those who I feel
would need them too? I blame myself for the failing and
know that it is more important to keep a study group alive
in a very modest way, keeping faithfully to the rhythm
we set ourselves, than just read a book by myself.
Christoph has been a co-worker at Cairnlee House
for almost a quarter of a century. He spends too much
time at the computer, bringing to you the Camphill
Correspondence and other publications.

Beyond retirement
Stephan Linsenhoff, Sollen-Tuna, Sweden

T

wo years before retirement I realised that I had to
continue with seven of my disabled adult students. I
had passed the first barrier of 65-retirement, approaching the final goal of 67-no-return! The contact with
a local politician, followed by the parent approach,
started phase one: the letter to the local authority – only
to hear that this is impossible, accept what everybody
does and retire. This was followed by phase two: to find
individual solutions.
One ‘lesson’ is Wednesdays in the local café after the
students have finished their day center work. The ‘lesson’
for Mats L and Mats M is Thursday morning in the flat of
Mats L’s residential home, supported by the staff. Mats
M comes to the flat from his day center, situated in the
same house. What is done is what Rudolf Steiner said
in Breslau, June 1924:
Maybe one thinks to be strong one should create a
form. But it is much more relevant that truthful relationship is established as a form. If one loves, one goes
to those one loves, not to an empty form. It may be
wrong even to look for a form. The point is that you
come together, not because you agree but because
you love to be together. This is the healthiest form.
Of great interest was the wish of a parent of the former
Friday group, if and how the authority should approach
the question. Here’s the answer: the three students are
on the list of my former collegues and I am a ‘volunteer’
at my former work. For the social democratic, unionguided Sweden is this unbelievable but true. Is it that I
am qualified for Camphill’s and Ceasars’ society needed
demands? Is it that I had all the years at work in mind

what Rudolf Steiner meant with anthroposophy: Bibl
257 1923/1983:76. Now and then the authority allows
‘Waldorf’ (“as long as we need Camphill, they may exist”, said an Aberdeen official to me during my 2004
autumn visit at Tigh A’ Chomainn). Whatever!
I was and I am one of the Camphill emissiaries (Thomas
Weihs, Annual Report 1974–75, as seen in Camphill Correspondence, Sept/Oct 2008), one of Camphill’s cressets
(‘an iron container holding oil to light a fire – or a basket
wrought in iron and oak slung to hold burning coals to
lighten a torch or a beacon. It is not the fire itself; it is
the vessel containing the means to kindle that fire.’ (The
Cresset Michaelmas 1960:2)
Anke Weihs, editor of The Cresset, wrote:The Cresset endeavours to be an expression of the
Camphill movement’s innermost urge to help to carry
forward the glow brought to life by Rudolf Steiner to
the end that the contemporary knowledge of man is
enflamed by the fire of life.
These lines should be for today’s Camphill movement’s
future an important reading. I have not that what is meant
with Bachelor of Arts in Curative Education, but society
demands where curative education is an (un)needed
extra which society happily accepts – but never asked
for or needed.
Stephan was
a pupil in the Camphill Schools in the fifties and a
seminarist in the sixties. He has initiated two Waldorf
schools in Stockholm. For seven years he has been a
teacher for disabled adults outside Stockholm.



The challenge of the year 2009
Hazel Straker, Coleg Elidyr, Wales
Thus are all the stars colonies of spiritual
beings in cosmic space, colonies which
we can learn to know as such.1

I

f we take this statement of Rudolf Steiner seriously then
we are justified in looking at the gathering of planets at
the end of this year, pondering what the spiritual beings
could be conversing about. One reads frequently how
many people are questioning the validity of a God. There
is even an agnostic group who take over advertising
space on London busses to write: ‘God is probably dead,
so cheer up and enjoy life.’ This sounds very negative but
it is a question which can at least get people thinking.
It is obvious that many old ways of thinking about God
do not ring true any more and one senses a search for a
real experience in this direction. Creationism is gaining
support as many feel that evolution has a mystery about
it that cannot be explained by what is termed Darwin’s
theory of evolution. There are apparently a number of
schools which require their teachers to present it but
it is a great question whether it can be presented in a
science class.
These thoughts, supported by some of the background
of the Zodiac constellations, lead me to wonder if the hierarchies are concerned about a seeming lack of awareness of them among human beings on earth. The Archer
and Goat form the background of their gathering. In this
day and age the Sun challenges us at the beginning of
each year from the imagination of the Archer or Centaur
– the picture carved on many of the old Greek temples
depicting man transforming the lower self and aiming
at true manhood. Mars and Pluto are also there near the
Sun. Mercury and Jupiter meet as they enter the Goat
with Neptune and Venus moving into the Waterman.
On December 26 the Moon passes Mars then all the
others in this group of planets end up on New Year’s
Eve together with Venus. This last meeting should be
visible in the evening western sky shortly after sunset:
the other planets here are too near the Sun to be visible
to the naked eye.
Let us concentrate on one especially illuminating
sequence of events. Mercury makes a looping gesture

before Jupiter, passing him again on January 18 and
for the third time on February 24. These three meetings
happen progressively before the head of the imagination
of the Goat or Capricorn, the middle one just where
mighty horns reach up into the heavens. Opposite the
Capricorn in the Zodiac circle is the Crab or Cancer.
In Norse mythology this is associated with the Bifrost
Bridge which stretches from Midgard, the abode of the
humans, to Asgard, the abode of the gods. In the battle
of Ragnarock this bridge was destroyed thus separating these two kingdoms. This area of the Crab is also
known in mythological history as the Gateway to Birth,
from where the souls come down to earth. Likewise
the opposite constellation of Capricorn is known as the
Gateway to Death, the way back to the spiritual world.
This highway between heaven and earth was disrupted
in the Battle of Ragnarock. The deed of Christ laid the
seeds for a new bridge which needs the working of man
together with the gods to be formed. We wrote of Vida in
the May/June 2008 issue of Camphill Correspondence,
who was the only god to survive the Battle of Ragnarock by overcoming the Fenris Wolf2. Thus his mission
recently began and when Michael was elevated to the
ranks of Archai, Vida rose to become the Archangel of
the Sun working closely with Michael.
Adding to this challenge for humanity to work at repairing this bridge was a total Sun eclipse this year on
August 1 in the Crab to be followed by a second one in
the same constellation on July 20, 2009.
Collecting these thoughts and with the alive thinking of
Mercury and the deep wisdom of Jupiter can we make
this New Year of 2009 a festival of relationship with the
spiritual beings manifesting to us through the stars? Christ
said to his disciples for all human beings: “Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the works that
I do he will do also, and greater works than this he will
do, because I go to My Father” (John 14:12). During the
three years of the ministry of Christ on earth He was in
continuous relationship with the beings accompanying
Him in the starry heavens.
Wishing all you readers an inspired 2009.

Sun and Planets
New Year's Eve 2008–2009
Moon December 26 and 31

Hazel has lived in Camphill in
Coleg Elidyr, Wales, for many
years and has made the study of
the stars her life’s work. She writes
an article for the Correspondence
every second issue, informing us
of the starry movements for the
relevant months and how they
might relate to our own lives.

1 Steiner, R. Karmic
Relationships Vol IV, VII,
September 18, 1924.
2 Steiner, R. The Mission of
Folk Souls,
Lecture 11, June 17, 1910.



St. Peter’s School
Kathleen Smalley
Kathleen has recently died (see ‘Other friends who have
died’ p15). This article that she wrote for The Cresset
1972 was contributed by Eva Heathcock. Eva writes:
It is of note that she died the day after Morwenna’s
funeral as the two were great friends.

W

hile there has never been any doubt that this small
school is firmly established in the spirit and that
its conception and birth were the answer to a clear call
and direct guidance, its first seven years have not been
without deep and searching questions and inner and
outer struggles for my husband and myself, who have
established this venture. After many years of working
with deprived and backward children, mainly within
the Church of England, we went to Camphill. Our work
within the church had brought us into touch with many
children who fell outside the usual accepted means of
help. Yet we were convinced that they could be helped
and that it was within the nature and task of the church
to bring healing where it was needed. Our searching
into the real meaning of the body of Christ and our
belief that healing power should flow from those who
claimed, within the church, to be part of that body had
led to some disappointment and disillusionment and
a search for community living, where every aspect of
life would be permeated by and lived out of a common spiritual life. Our searching brought us into touch
with the late Father Jack Bucknall. He was a priest of
the Church of England, with more than average social
conscience and spiritual awareness ahead of his time.
He had come into some conflict with the establishment
and had developed the desire to permeate the historic
and national heritage of all that was good and noble in

the church with the impulse of Rudolf Steiner, especially
in the social realm.
Father Jack inspired us to continue this striving and from
his deathbed directed us to Camphill so that its community and curative educational impulses could flow into
our work for children. After a year at Camphill, Maurice,
my husband, left to train for the ordained ministry of the
church and I stayed to complete the training course and
then to work for a time at Camphill.
In 1963 we moved to Chelmarsh Vicarage and into this
large house. Our first handicapped pupils were admitted
in the autumn of 1964. To establish a school using the
principals of Rudolf Steiner within the church was far
from a simple task, and there were doubts on both sides
which could only be overcome by the school fulfilling its
curative educational purpose and becoming a centre of
spiritual life in its surroundings. We may now say that
the school has done this and is here to stay. It is fully
accepted and free to grow and develop.
Local people help regularly in the work of the school
and the children are accepted in the village and spend
days out with families in the district. Dr. Sahlmann of
the Sheiling Curative Schools visits the school regularly
to see children and give advice to the staff. The full
curriculum of a Rudolf Steiner School is used in so far
as it can help the handicapped child, and all remedial
treatments are based on indications given by Dr. Steiner.
The economic and social life flows directly from and is
based on the pattern of Camphill from whom St Peter’s
finds its inspiration. St Peter’s School, in view of its own
specific task, must find its own way, independent of the
Camphill movement with whom it will continue to walk
as a younger brother in spirit.

Music for Morwenna’s plays

I

have had Morwenna’s plays typed up in order to
reprint them, and Botton was interested in them.
However, several of them need tunes to go with the
‘songs’.
So please could anyone who has worked with
Morwenna’s plays and who remembers the TUNES
which went with the ‘songs’ she wrote (eg the song
in her St John’s play was set to the tune of ‘Greensleeves’ – she usually used folk-tunes), please send
them to me at
40 Grange Road, St Leonards,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 2QE
or contact me by e-mail at c.polyblank@btopenworld.com if you have any detail at all about any
of them.
They have been freshly typed up and Botton Press is
interested to reprint them as school and community
festival plays.
Thank you!

Christine Polyblank

Martin Luther King Jr, born 1929 in Georgia, United States


Martin Luther

Obituaries
Morwenna Bucknall
27 July 1919 – 27 October 2008
A personal appreciation

Chrysalis Hall created an atmosphere
of warmth and well-being, coloured by
he name Morwenna is said to mean
humour and laughter for she seemed
‘sea wave’ or ‘sea form’. It calls up
to have been able to find her place
movement and steadiness, binding and
in any situation. One occasion was
dissolving, strength, unlimited power
described when she found herself on
to be revered in the realisation of our
a train journey with others, she burst
own human limitations. The word may
loudly into song, ‘Comrades, come
also call up the ever-ordering principle
ready’ (the ‘Internationale’), without
of life and death – and much more.
omitting a single verse, revelling in her
Morwenna harboured the latter as daily
socialist memories!
reality, throughout her life.
With her skilful hands, Morwenna
What a privilege to witness, as I was
could transform any remnants of fabric
permitted to do, the many tributes made
into garments of surprising originalon the day of her funeral in Milton Keyity and longevity, having been taught
nes, to a human being who had lived
from childhood how to work wonders
her life so intensely and fully. With so
to dress with utmost economy, which
much compassion without sentimencame to good stead once she taught
tality, with so much consequence to
handwork in school! When she was
her ethical principles, with playfulness
A recent photo of Morwenna
honoured with the invitation from the
and earnestness, empathy and joy, that
Queen to receive an OBE, her surprise and joy knew no
we might wonder at times whether ‘she had any spare
bounds, and who would have known that her fine hat
time left’, had her strong conviction of human spiritual
originated from the costume cupboard? In every field of
values not always maintained the upper hand. ‘The time
life (but cooking?), Morwenna could inspire others with
is at hand’ sounded through Morwenna’s life story; her
her boundless creativity, and she shared her enthusiasm
quick perceptiveness and her ability to listen to the voice
for spiritual science with anyone whom she could fire.
of destiny led her invariably to be able to respond to
She knew of the relationship of those who have died
numerous situations to which her ordering activity and
to our earthly economic life. The bond with the many
artistic touch brought a blessing. With all her modesty
who have passed away who had become true friends
and selflessness, Morwenna carried a banner for the
in daily life gave her radiance and strength to give of
spirit, and especially for the ever-present souls of the
herself to others. Her social awareness was unique – she
disadvantaged and those who had died. This banner
encouraged many in need, or who could be helped by
proclaimed the healing power of threefoldness on all
changing their situation. She would take many a destiny
levels, especially in social life, and Morwenna would
under her wings with ‘the help of the angels’, trusting that
not tolerate any compromise or lack of clarity, whatever
her inner concern would be of benefit to others; these
the situation in her life.
wings stretched far, as far as Sierra Leone and further.
Morwenna seemed to dance through life, not frivoMorwenna loved the world; she took every chance to
lously, but joyfully with a profound sense for rhythm.
ennoble and share and learn, and she
Rhythms of the seasons, rhythms of
would not fail to maintain her interest
child development, rhythms of health
in greater world affairs.
for the social organism in Camphill,
Morwenna’s deep relation to all
and with her ability to live in the mothings Celtic found one day unexment she gave of her life forces selfpected expression in her destiny. She
lessly. Especially in her early years,
had trained in the traditional craft of
music, games, play, poetry were at
weaving and, when on a visit with
her disposal any time. She was modher father to Heathcot, she offered a
est to a fault, thoroughly disliked new
spare loom to Carlo Pietzner as a gift.
clothes or any form of waste, and the
There and then she was met with the
more she gave the more she received
affirmative, suggesting that she bring
as gratitude from those with whom she
herself along as well!
worked and played – youngsters, adults
And so she did! Can one imagine a
and children under her wing. This she
more expressive attribute for someone
could do thanks to her practical and
who so ably mastered warp and weft
magical idealism and her selfless enin human destiny as she?
thusiasm for the many needs that she
Do some of us still remember the
served. The ‘child in Morwenna’ would
Celtic prayers which we spoke with
invariably win the upper hand through
our children, and Morwenna’s high
thick and thin and it was not surprissoprano resounding the Hebridean
ing that the contributions made during
Morwenna and Karl Schubert
‘Invocation of Michael’ – leading us
this glorious funeral celebration in
St. John’s 1948

T
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all with her admirable vocalisation of the text? These
faraway sounds seem to echo the essence of her early
participation in the story of Camphill, from a true servant of Michael.
Now may the deep gratitude from all of us here and
beyond transform ever more into ‘true Michael hearing’
and strengthen our community building in unison with
our dear friend into the future.
Nora Bock, Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

Funeral for Morwenna

M

orwenna’s funeral on Thursday 6th November was a
wonderful occasion and a great Camphill festival,
with around 150 people. It took place in Chrysalis Hall
in Milton Keynes. The pallbearers were Lucas Weihs (her
godson), Christopher Marcus (her nephew), Alan Lewers
(who worked closely with her on Social Threefoldness),
Gabor and Nick Jackson from Milton Keynes, and myself
representing the connection to the Movement Group.
Peter Button was the priest. Joan Marcus, her sister,
said a few words about her life during the service, and
her great-niece, also called Morwenna after her, sang a
very beautiful and moving unaccompanied ‘Fado’ song
in Portuguese. We carried the coffin out of the Hall and
in procession through the centre of the community to
the grave site just outside the eastern end of the Hall,
in a little grove of birch trees with a young oak at the
head of the grave. During the final part of the service we
sang ‘Michael, Hero of the Sun’, and ‘Thou Michael the
Victorious’, and the first three parts of the Foundation
Stone were spoken by three pairs of men at three of the
compass points around the grave. We all spoke the final
part together. People then took sprigs of flowers and
herbs from a big basket to cast into the grave.
After lunch we all gathered again in the Hall to reflect
on Morwenna’s life. She had requested in advance that
the gathering should focus on her social and Camphill
community impulses. The abiding image was one of
someone who could encompass all aspects of life
equally well, from the deepest dedication to inner
spiritual work to the simplest forms of outer activity
and enjoyment in laughter, singing, folk dancing etc.
She was intensely interested in all aspects of life around
her, both on an everyday level and in world affairs. She
was a quite unique and idiosyncratic example of an
English lady of a particular time and upbringing and a
tireless Christian warrior for the spirit, inspired by her
own father’s socialist-Christian ideals as much as those
of Rudolf Steiner and anthroposophy. She was a great
teacher, utterly selfless and modest, and absolutely clear
about her goals and aims in service of the good.
There was more music and singing in between the
contributions, and we all then sang the Hebridean song
‘Michael, Sea Lord’ before ending with Hallelujah in
eurythmy.
Peter Bateson, Kington, England

how strongly she was connected to the youth impulse
and to Michael.
In Milton Keynes Community she introduced having
a peace candle, and for a long time this was lit every
morning in assemblies and is still lit for services. This
impulse of Morwenna’s seemed to me express the qualities of love and compassion which Gautama Buddha
brought to the fore.
Morwenna read the paper every day and connected
herself to world events, being particularly bothered
about environmental issues, and was delighted when
she read of extraordinary human achievements – such
as the Grameen Bank. She was the keenest person at
switching off lights and not wasting water etc. and sometimes there were battles over recycling with some of the
residents. Living in the present and being connected to
the earth and to the dolphins and crop circles etc., her
interests showed how strongly she possessed an historic
conscience, linking her to St John the Baptist and the
Archangel Uriel and the call to ‘change your ways’.
Maybe these factors led this lifelong socialist, surprisingly, to accept an invitation in July 2007 to attend a
garden party at Buckingham Palace. I know she wanted
to get the words of Rudolf Steiner on The Fundamental
Social Law into the hands of Prince Charles, who she admired. He wasn’t there – but she had done her best.
On the morning of her death I wandered into the
park across the road, and stood by the Peace Pagoda.
The Reverend Gyosei Handa, a Fuiji Buddhist monk
who built the Pagoda, died there in a freak accident in
August 2007.
The Camphill impulse connects itself to Christianity, to
the Buddha, and to Michael, and is concerned with the
world and the future. Now Morwenna’s earthly remains
lie between the Crypt and the Pagoda, with its golden
figure of the Buddha. Seeing Morwenna’s large hands as
she lay in the Crypt after she had died reminded me of the
way Dr. König described the strength of John the Baptist,

M

orwenna was the first young English co-worker to
join Camphill, arriving in Aberdeen at Christmas
Eve 1943. Dr König insisted that she start the first youth
group and she did it despite having her doubts about
the wisdom of this idea, as she already felt she was getting a bit ‘long in the tooth’. He must have recognised

Morwenna with her class in the early years
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the mid-summer Uriel figure – as a doer, and one who
was able to sacrifice himself for the other. I wrote:
It is the first frost
On the day after your death
Walking to the Pagoda
The sun shines through the fall trees
It is peaceful ahead
Behind the traffic is already running
You came to a city
Lit a candle and stayed
It was lit again last night
In the place you will come to lie
Back home where you wanted to be.
The brown and yellow leaves
Hold fast to the urban saplings
Gyosei Handa died last year
Now you will lie by the Crypt
Connecting East and West
Though your spirit is already moving
It is an image:
Michael – Buddha – Uriel
MB
27.10.08
The mortal remains of your activist
Are here – in the Earth.

suited Morwenna. I would not want this characterization to have fooled you for, in truth, Morwenna lacked
any kind of dreaminess.
At the table Morwenna had educated everyone to notice what their neighbor, and anyone else at the table,
needed without them having to ask for it. She would
even go hungry if she was being neglected – although
an appropriate cough was sometimes in order. But I
remember her look of disapproval when I attempted to
enter a festive evening with my everyday clothes. She
gave a sigh and a shrug and said, “Well, if you must?”
Of course I went to change into a suit and she agreed
that it was a little bit better. Then there was that moment
when she entered the dining room carrying a doll and
said triumphantly, “Just look what I have found.” The
owner immediately responded with, “It’s mine” and
Morwenna knew who had emptied a bucket of wet sand
on her bed and left behind the telltale doll.
There is a certain joy in recalling these moments – the
joy of an idiosyncratic Brit for one who managed to paint
the milieu in which she lived with exotic colors and, at
the same time, to invite you to become part of her unusual world. I think of this in terms of the ambiance of a
favorite restaurant. Thank you so much Morwenna.
Andrew Hoy, Svetlana Village, Russia

Spirit of discernment

T

wenty years ago I applied for the Speech and Drama
Tutor job at Camphill Milton Keynes. It was then that I
met Morwenna for the first time. From our first encounter
Michael Luxford, Camphill Milton Keynes, England
I realised that she was a most unusual person with her
piercing blue eyes; she welcome me open-armed with
For Morwenna
her unique warmth and enthusiasm.
Drama had been one of her many interests; she spoke
believe that the beginning of the novel is somewhat as
with passion about the numerous plays she had writfollows: “Whylom, as runs the tale, there laye a cheapten and directed in various settings. Over the last two
ing town, height Utterhay.” But I am no longer sure of
decades, I was fortunate enough to be able to develop
the spelling, and the novel was Waters of the Wondrous
my drama facilitation skills at Camphill Milton Keynes
Isles by William Morris. I had not known of this romantic
and to produce many plays there. Morwenna followed
book when I first met Morwenna over fifty years ago, but
consistently my journey with great interest, she never
once I had read it, it was as if Morwenna had stepped
missed a production and always arrived full of expectaright out of the opening lines. I feel sure that William
tions and enthusiasm. Without fail, after each play, she
Morris would have loved her name.
gave me encouraging positive feedback.
First of all it was her tall, angular figure, the long long
Beyond the drama work, we got to know and apprecidresses with a stole across her shoulders, and then the
ate each other. On occasion, I went to
way that she sat – one leg across the
her modest room where we had lengthy
other, with the tip of her foot making
intensive conversations. Amongst many
a slow, pendulum arc. Rosetti or one
topics, we spoke about her childhood,
of the other Pre-Raphaelites would
the influence of her father, her meetings
have fallen for her immediately. Gustav
with Karl König and the start of CamKlimt would have dressed her in some
phill, or we spoke about current events.
of his own special wallpaper and not
She always kept abreast of world events,
the kind designed by William Morris.
sharing her concerns when injustices
For me she was plainly exotic and
happened, expressing her joy when the
twice my age and then with that Britnews was good. There was nothing that
ish off-handedness. It was during the
did not interest her.
period of the ‘ban the bomb’ marches
For many years I thought that she
and we both felt that the establishment
was a real Camphill ambassador; she
had let us down. In later years sometravelled extensively to many Camphill
thing of this antique nature persisted
meetings all over the UK and the world.
for, in asking me something she once
At the time, I suggested to her that she
wrote, ‘How say you about…?’ I was
should be provided with her own prinot sure if it was a German construction or whether we were again back
vate helicopter with a landing patch on
Queen Beth at the
again in the Wondrous Isles. Yet it
the roof of her house!
Coronation Pageant 1953

I
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Morwenna was also an eccentric. She was constantly
concerned about not wasting things. She could not comprehend how some people were living in poverty while
others lived in abundance. She applied this to her own
lifestyle, sometimes to an extreme. On one occasion
Ann Harris sent her a new travelling bag to replace the
battered one she had been carrying for the last twenty
years. The expression on her face when she saw the gift
was not of gratitude: “Why did Ann send me this bag?
There is nothing wrong with the one I have”.
Then in 2007 Morwenna became unwell. Before
having to be admitted to hospital she could hardly
leave her room where she was cared for by dedicated
co-workers and nurses. She expressed frustration about
being restricted by her physical body and her unease
about having to be dependant on others. She wanted to
do more but could not any more. I saw her in hospital
shortly before her passing and we said goodbye to each
other.
It is a rare gift in one’s life to encounter a really charismatic, inspirational person. Morwenna was such a
person for me. Liberated now from physical constraints,
I wish her ‘fare well’ on the other side. Her spirit of enterprise will surely continue to fight for all the essential
values she held so dear while she was amongst us. Her
spirit of discernment will live on in all those who had
the privilege to cross her path.
Jean-Luc Leiritz, Camphill Milton Keynes, England

I

first got to know and love Morwenna when I was about
twelve years old when I lived in Murtle house with
Morwenna and Ann Harris and Nina Oyens. My school
friends from those days were Jenny Bradley, Wendy Lawrence, Lorraine Bell, Patricia Burgess, Thomas Williams,
and Gerald Nelson.
One lunch time in Murtle House, Morwenna told me
not to lick my knife. I said what was wrong with licking
my knife. Morwenna said it is bad manners, and I was
told off by her, and she told me to leave the table.
My later memories of Morwenna are two visits she
made to Ann Harris in Delrow, for her birthday. I saw
Morwenna and talked to her when she came to Ann’s
75th birthday, and again later when she came for Ann’s
80th birthday. Morwenna was a very fine, friendly and
kind person, and she enjoyed meeting us who had been
in Camphill Schools as children with her when she ran
Murtle House with Ann Harris. These are my memories
of Morwenna.
Sylvia Gordon, Delrow, England

I

n celebrating the life of Morwenna – which was certainly the case in the beautiful Camphill Milton Keynes
Chrysalis Hall in November at her funeral – an abiding
thought is her connection in bringing the English radical
socialist stream to Camphill’s middle European stream.
That could sound very theoretical if it hadn’t been for
Dr König’s life story told by Dr Peter Selg seven weeks
earlier at Rudolf Steiner House. He brought out the determination of Dr König not to make a Camphill bourgeois
clique – not to meld it into a professional, academically
approached anthroposophical life but something more
defined as a ‘doing’ community, a new social ideal no
less. It would not be incorrect to call it an ‘anti-establishment’ community which wanted to live the threefold
social order as a daily deed.

There was a book published in 1940 called Communities in Britain. It described every so-called intentional
community endeavour that existed at the outbreak of
the Second World War. In it are colonies like Whiteway
near Stroud, the Arts and Crafts Guilds have a section,
the Garden City Movement is mentioned as is the new
Iona Community then rebuilding Iona Abbey as a social
experiment on the Scottish island. The publication is too
early for Camphill to be included but in its pages, where
all kinds of projects are mentioned, is a piece about the
Church Militant and its centre at Thaxtead in Essex where
Rev Jack Bucknall was curate for a time. This is certainly
an anti-establishment movement within the Church of
England which sided firmly with the working man and
woman in issues of political and religious discussion.
A thorn in the flesh of the established church, it took its
place alongside Chartist communities like the one at
Minster Lovell in Oxfordshire and Dodford in Worcestershire, farms set up as communes like the Methwold
Fruit Colony and settlements in the inner cities for the
relief of poverty or as the book shows refuge centres
taking many people from the political turmoil of central
Europe. To say that the Church Militant was Christian
communism in its approach would be to make cheap
headlines but it was, like communism, seen as a threat;
and the followers of the Church Militant were ‘awkward’
for bishops to place in parishes.
So in Morwenna’s special step into Camphill in 1943
through meeting Dr König at a summer conference at
Minehead in Somerset (where the Michael Hall School
was camped out during the war) the special uniting of
two streams which didn’t fit the ‘established’ social order
came about.
Joan Marcus, Morwenna’s sister, speaks of interest and
support from other parts of this English radical socialist
stream – from Kitty and George Trevelyan from this socialist aristocratic family of Northumberland landowners
who also knew Joan and Morwenna from conferences
at Camphill in the early 1940’s at Heathcot.
Their story of post-war English social renewal as
George Trevelyan ran Attingham Park in Shropshire as a
renewed country house – not the bourgeois weekends of
hunting, shooting and fishing and tennis parties but an
adult education centre of philosophical discussion and
learning to make the world a better place.
Morwenna as we discovered inspired with her father
a group of English co-workers into Camphill who have
made remarkable contributions to the life of many communities. It was moving to hear their stories, from Alma
coming in her Oxfam coat from Botton in honour of
Morwenna’s conserving nature to another Morwenna,
her grand daughter trying to cope with the Dutch pronunciation of her honourable name! Among those was
Kathleen and Maurice Smalley who started a Children
with Special Need School in the Shropshire village of
Chelmarsh near Bridgnorth in the vicarage. Maurice
was the vicar of the parish, and Kathleen ran this small
school called St. Peters in the 1970’s.
Kathleen died a few days after the funeral of Morwenna, in the nursing home at Ditton Priors a few miles
from Chelmarsh and a small but important link with
Camphill with the Church of England enters the social
history books.
Interesting connections here; for a country bus from
Bridgnorth took children from the Smalleys and the
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Bolds to Elmfield School in Stourbridge. Not long before
as Vicar of Dudley and Rural Dean of the area, Canon
Shepherd who was inspired by his visits to Sunfield at
Clent became an anthroposophist as well as a Church
of England priest. He also wrote Scientist of the Invisible
as a Canon of Worcester Cathedral.
Jack Bucknall must have been a mighty figure preaching sermons on reincarnation from the pulpit of his
Cornwall and Staffordshire parishes and as a member
of the Church Militant. He was pioneering a new more

politically active ‘against social injustice church’ and
it is a special tribute to Morwenna’s socially active life
in Camphill that it brings this together with Camphill’s
living a new social order.
Talking about Elmfield School, a class teacher there
known to many, Martin Gulbis, has written a play about
the life of Jack Bucknall as a radical, social priest – where
are they now these ‘thorns in the side of bishops?’
Vivian Griffiths,
Camphill Houses Stourbridge, England

Margrit Spalinger
21 June 1917 – 13 July 2008
St. Prex, the anthroposophical curative
education home that her brother Hans
had founded in 1950.
In 1961 she moved yet again; this
time to take on her life’s task of developing the Village Aigues Vertes for
handicapped adults, near Geneva in
the French speaking part of Switzerland. In a short period of time a small
pioneering community grew into a
large Camphill village with various
households, workshops and a farm.
It was truly a modest beginning. For
instance shopping was done on foot a
an’s path on earth is linked to the
few kilometres away, together with the
sun. Sunrise and sunset, day and
villagers using wooden carts or when
night, are all touched by this, as is the
it snowed sledges, to bring home the
yearly cycle which follows the path of
wares.
the sun. In a particularly special way all
After the first year of pioneer work
this rings true also in relation to Margrit’s path on earth. She was born on a Margit during her stay at Rüttihubelbad from 1962 onwards some long term
co-workers, who had closely worked
Sunday, when the sun was at its highest
with Karl König, came along to join Margrit in carrying
point, namely mid-summer. On Sunday 13th July 2008
this big task. These were Ilse von der Heide, Nina Oyens
she crossed over the threshold and this again was during
and Alix Roth. Over and above the enormous task as
the summer season. She bore a sun name too, that of a
‘director’ of the village she was also a house mother and
golden yellow centred flower with little petals radiating
the workshop master for the knitting workshop. This was
out of it, representing the image of the sun itself.
all done with constant faithful devotion to every small
Sun-filled strength shone out of Margrit Spalinger,
detail in each of these fields of work, an approach she
resembling a true source of inner radiance; her deep
upheld throughout her life.
knowledge and belief that each individual carries a
Later in 1978 Brigitte Köber joined Aigues Vertes for
shining inner kernel was the basis of her connecting to
the task to help to develop the Camphill Séminaire en
mankind and the world around her.
Socio-thérapie. This step asked for an additional but
She was born on Sunday 21st June 1917. This was also a
essential effort from the whole village community indecisive year in world history. She grew up in her family
cluding support by members of the Fondation Aigues
with an older sister and an older and younger brother.
Vertes, the respective authorities and motivated parents
Margrit spoke often with deep appreciation about her
of villagers.
childhood and youth in her caring, harmonious and
Margrit created with the parents, the council members
socially engaged parental home. There was always the
and the authorities a trustworthy relationship that enabled
awareness of the needs of others.
the village community to prosper and develop at an amazShe spent her school time in Basle. After that she went
ing rate. She remained for years the true central, selfless,
for one year to Paris as an au-pair girl, followed by trainuntiring soul carrier of the village, having constantly at
ing to become a teacher in domestic economy. Thereafter
heart the wellbeing of both the villagers and the village
she went to work in England for six years. During the
life in its practical, cultural and spiritual aspects.
war she worked in Wales as a teacher in a hostel. She
Generosity and hospitality were written in big letters
returned to Basle on 1st December 1945. Her first wish
above Aigues Vertes. Margrit was very sociable and could
on arriving back, after those trying years in England, was
be full of humour and laughter. She enjoyed greatly the
to eat her beloved ‘Wienerli’. She then furthered her
festival of Carnival – no wonder, coming from Basle!
training by also becoming a good seamstress. Later she
Margrit could be a demanding teacher, straight forward,
moved to the Wallis, an English school for girls, where
unsentimental but always encouraging.
she stayed for a few years. Than came the big move to
What follows is the funeral address
given on 18th July 2008 in Bern by
the Christian Community priest
Rolf Herzog. By his agreement his
address has been augmented. It is on
my heart to mention that apart from
a large family circle, many Aigues
Vertes co-workers and friends from
times gone by came not only from
all over Switzerland but even from
France and Germany to take leave
from Margrit.        Brigitte

M
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She tried to bring alive every detail in life that was of importance to her for one and all in the community. Music
and cultural journeys were food for the soul, helping to
build up the inner impulses and allowing them to grow
in strength. The most beloved journeys were to Assisi,
Florence, Venice, Autun, Cluny and various Roman
townships. The most treasured and faithfully lived event
in the village was the weekly Saturday Bible Evening,
the chosen moment to share and deepen the knowledge
of the holy Gospel.
During the last decade up to the year 2004 Margrit
as well as other co-workers at that time had to face
increasing difficulties in relation to the personalities of
the board of directors (Fondation Aigues Vertes) mainly
due to conflicts arising from different world views. The

situation became insurmountable resulting finally in the
termination of the original impulse of the village. This development necessitated that Margrit had to leave Aigues
Vertes causing her much hardship and deep pain.
One can compare Margrit’s departure from her beloved
Aigues Vertes, after having spent 43 years there to a true
sunset. In 2004 she moved to Rüttihubelbad, a retirement
setting with medical care. She therefore also lived the
truth of how each sunset is followed by a sunrise. She
was able to rekindle her humour and laughter whole
heartedly all over again in spite of fading health. She said
to her brother, a day before her passing: “all is well”.
Her eternal sun-filled kernel remains fully alive in us
in as much as we create and keep alive the inner spaces
to receive and nurture the true forces of the sun.
Brigitte Köber, Walkringen, Switzerland

Other friends who have died
It is with extreme sadness and shock that we have to inform you of the death of Simon Durham, a companion
from Candela House in Ringwood, part of The Lantern
Community, on November 21 at 7.00 pm. He was crossing the road outside the house, having posted some letters
(a regular occurrence for Simon) and was hit by a car. He
died on the way to hospital. Simon would have shortly
journeyed to Tobias Hall that evening for a community
celebration for an evening for those who have died, one
of the events and festivals he held dear to himself. Simon
was 44 years of age. He was born on the Isle of Wight,
and spent his early years at The Sheiling School and then
moved on to The Lantern Community. He was a reserved,
quiet and selfless person, ever willing to support others.
Both in an inner and outer way he carried the community
in his heart and soul. Simon was an expert weaver and
baker, with a dry sense of humour, and was a quintessential
Englishman.                 Simon Figg
Sabina Bertsche from Kimberton Hills passed over the
threshold at 3 p.m. November 30. Sabina has been on the
threshold for several weeks and passed peacefully, she
chose Community Day and the first of Advent. She was 83
years of age.                  
Christina Bould
Christoph Rascher crossed the threshold on November 13,
apparently after having suffered a stroke. He had been in
good health. That morning he was unwell, was brought
into hospital and died at about 2.15 p.m. Christoph was
born on August 8 in 1934. He grew up in Pilgramshain and
Wilhelmsdorf (about 15 minutes from the location where
the Lehenhof was bought in the beginning of the sixties)
and lived in several Camphill communities in Great Britain
for many years. In 1977 he moved to the Lehenhof with his
growing family, where he continued to live life in full to his
very last day. The day before he died he still took part in
the board meeting. We are confounded about the sudden
death of our co-worker, friend and example.
In sorrow the people from the Lehenhof
Hanna Follner, who founded Camphill Liebenfels, died
during the night from Nov 24th to 25th in St Veit Hospital.
Christine Thomas

Horst Petzold, a 71 year old former co-worker at the Lehenhof, crossed the threshold on Tuesday, Oct. 14th after
having suffered from cancer for a long time.
Horst came to Lehenhof with his wife Waltraut in 1968 and
built up a big Demeter garden, a working place for many
villagers and also trainees. In 1994 Horst and Waltraut
passed on responsibility for their house-community and
moved outside into a house nearby. For ten more years
Horst came into Lehenhof as an external workmaster until
his illness added by a stroke suffered by his wife restricted
his ability to work.        Bernadette Merzenich
On Thursday 23 October 2008 John Brocklebank from
Loch Arthur Community died in hospital. John was 84
years of age and came to live in Newton Dee in 1978. He
then moved to Loch Arthur and was one of the founder
members there in 1984. He was visiting his sister in
Cornwall and suffered a stroke on Monday 20th October;
he was taken into hospital in Devon where he died.  
                        Fran Clay
Kathleen Smalley died on 7 November. For the past
several years she had been in a residential home in Ditton Priors, England. The local Church of England priest
visited her regularly, as did her children. Kathleen had
been suffering from a chest infection that was thought to
have been improving, but then she went quite quickly and
peacefully. The priest, together with Kathleen’s daughter Mary, arrived shortly afterwards to give her the last
anointing.                Eva Heathcock
Gisela Schlegel died peacefully at 2.45 pm, on the third
Advent Sunday at Simeon, surrounded by a few friends.
Gisela came to Simeon four years ago from Murtle Estate,
Camphill Rudolf Steiner Schools, where she had lived for
the best part of her life.
She had come as a nurse in 1949, and worked with Dr
König and the nurses group to establish the Camphill Nurses
Training, which has spread far into the Camphill movement.
For many years she was also the ‘Matron’ of Murtle House,
guiding countless younger people into the responsibilities
of Camphill life. Born on 16 January 1924, she was aware
all her life of coming to earth as Rudolf Steiner held the
Christmas Foundation Meeting.
Norma and Christof-Andreas Lindenberg
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News from the Movement …and beyond
Reflections from a participant in the Kate Roth Seminar
A path of development for homemakers
Regina Maclean, Camphill Carrick on Suir, Eire

I

joined the Kate Roth Seminar in 2006. I had been
thinking about doing a training of some sort for a while.
I knew I was not in a position to do a full time course
and most of the part time courses in Ireland were pretty
uninspiring. At a conference in Ballytobin in 2006, I
heard a man called John O’Brien, who was helping
Camphill in the Republic of Ireland to write standards
for the health department, speak about being true to
what we are trying to do. It was these words that helped
me make the decision to follow the Kate Roth Seminar
instead of a regular course in an Irish university. I may
not get a recognised certificate at the end of the three
years, but I am being true to myself and what I believe,
and this is far more important.
The seminar is a wonderful way of meeting other homemakers. There are 25 of us and even though we are at
different stages in our lives and experience, we all have

homemaking in common. We meet up three times a year
and each time we look at one of the seven life processes
in its relation to human development, everyday life and
anthroposophical study. Each session is made up of
lectures from our tutors/guest lecturers, artistic content,
presentations which we prepare and present to the group
and a lot of fun and laughter. We can share experiences
and I always go home feeling stronger and more able
to deal with life. I have loved having the opportunity to
see other countries and how communities work in other
places. I would really recommend the Kate Roth Seminar
to anybody who is interested, although I would say that
it is more beneficial to people with a few years experience. I will be vary sad when our three years are up in
May 2009, but I know I have made friends for life while
doing the seminar and I have learned to appreciate the
importance of homemaking in the world.

A request and an offer

A

s work gets underway with the new publications from
the Karl König Archives it becomes evident that we
need to create connections and initiate interaction with
people throughout the Camphill movement and its wider
environs. There are two practical areas of involvement
we would like to underline right now.

manuscripts, letters to or from Karl König, photographs,
drawings or anything else that may be of interest. If you
find anything or you have or know of boxes full of things
that need sorting out – please let us know and we will
help you with it! You may have the missing link without
knowing it!

Firstly – our request:

And secondly – the offer:

In order to be able to publish Karl König’s works in
context of his whole life and work, we need to be sure
that we have all the documents available. Many items
have been taken or given out from the archive over the
decades; other important things have never even got
there! We would beg you to look around to see what
you can find and think around, who you may know that
is not reading this but could still have missing lecture

As from January 2009 we would like to start keeping in
touch with you. There is so much going on in and around
the Karl König Archives, that we will be publishing the
news twice yearly – a Newsletter that can be sent out
digitally or as a real paper, just as you prefer it. There are
research projects going on, involving people in different
countries within and around Camphill; there are contents
that we find and would like you to see, but which may
take too long to become part of the Collected Works,
or may not even fit there. Some drawings, verses, photographs would be of interest to many – these will be
included in the Newsletter as a supplement to the new
books, or indeed as an appetizer for things to come! We
welcome your echo on this and would like to know how
you would like to receive it!
Thanks for getting involved!
For the Trustees, Richard Steel

For When I Am Young
Am I free if I drift with the wind
Or if surfing the steep waves of thrill?
They will break on the sloping sand
And the drift ends, like foam, on the spill.
But when taking the tiller in hand
And hauling the sheets of the sail
I am free to be homeward-bound
Or to seek for a far distant grail.
Jens-Peter Linde
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Our contacts:
Richard Steel, Finckensteinallee 1, D-12205 Berlin,
Tel: **49-30-61741414, Fax: **49-30-61741415
The Trustees, Karl König Archive, Camphill House,
Milltimber, Aberdeen AB13 0AN
r.steel@karl-koenig-archive.net or
aberdeen@karl-koenig-archive.net
For more info: www.karl-koenig-archive.net

Farewell Johanna! Johanna Spalinger moves from Humanus Haus
Rainer Menzel, Humanus Haus, Switzerland

A

s part of a morning ceremony
Johanna Spalinger, founder of Humanus Haus – together with her husband
Hans Spalinger (died in 1973), has been
wished a warm farewell! Since early
August 2008 she lives now at Rüttihubelbad, an anthroposophical home for the
elderly not far from Beitenwil.
In his brief speech Rainer Menzel
pointed out that the celebration was not
about the parting, but the arrival at a new
place. This is a demonstration of the willingness of Johanna to get involved again
and again in new spheres. Therefore, she
is not ‘apart’, but more an ‘external living
member’ now.
The ceremony was framed by the lyre
group ‘Seitenspiel’ and a jointly sung
Johanna, August 2008
song that Johanna recently had composed. Personal contributions from the villagers conveyed deep appreciation and good wishes for her. Johanna recalled in her brief contribution the
genesis of Humanus House, which is of course strongly connected with her
own biography.
She reminded everyone not to forget humour and laughter – besides maintaining organization – and to remember other personalities e.g. Dr. Hans
Heinrich Engel. She also spoke about returning to the basics constantly such
as the ‘secrets’ (Die Geheimnisse) of Goethe and the writings of Dr. König.

Johanna wrote this poem
(translation, anyone?):
Nehm Abschied heute
Nehm Abschied heute
von Euch Allen
sehr gut hat mir’s bei
uns gefallen
Fünf Mal sieben Jahre lebt ich hier
Im Humanus-Haus Quartier.
Freude hab ich stets erlebt
und nach Neuem gern gestrebt.
Habe viel von Euch vernommen
und auch selber nachgesonnen.
Nehm nun Abschied von Euch Allen
Gut hat’s mir bei Euch gefallen,
Fünf mal sieben Jahre lebt ich hier
Im Humanus-Haus Quartier.
Viele Menschen sah ich kommen
Habe viel dadurch vernommen.
Manch einer zog hier aus und ein
oft brachte er viel Sonnenschein.
Nach einer friedlich freudigen Zeit
Bin ich zum Wechseln ganz bereit
am neuen Ort mich einzuleben
Ich bitt Euch weiter
am Humanus-Haus zu weben.

Sowing Future!
Matthias Spalinger, Humanus Haus, Germany

O

n Thursday September 18 the Humanus-Haus Community gathered together with some guests at a very
special occasion at the bio-dynamic farm Brunnmatt.
‘Sowing Future’ is an initiative of the crop breeder Peter
Kunz in cooperation with reputable organizations such
as Greenpeace and Bio-Suisse. We wished to make a
public sign against genetic engineering and for food
sovereignty. All participants received a mass of grains
and jointly with the other sowers we planted the grains
into the earth.
The act of sowing has a great symbolic content and is
simultaneously very real. To sow is a real adventure that
goes under the skin. The immersion in the atmosphere

of this archetypal act includes the soul, which connects
with the sowing earth. There is a genuine encounter of
humans and the earth. The seed grows. Each participant
can observe the growth of the culture over months.
When the grain is harvested, it will be eaten as bread.
Each participant eats what he has sown.
From
http://08.avenirsem.ch/index.php?article_id=107
(photos as well).
Matthias has been a co-worker for many years at
Humanus Haus, working with the parents and the
comings and goings of villagers. He is responsible for
public relations and is a professional photographer.

Letter
Can anyone can help Roswitha?

Dear Editor:
Thank you for putting the article about our Epiphany
Hall into the Correspondence. Everybody is very busy
and I who would have time now, feel so incompetent
with my writing. Your little article ‘Keeping in touch’
has touched me!
Then I read about the place in Kosovo (delivery address to Switzerland), about their need for books. I have
many books by Steiner which are written in German and
nobody here can read them. Since Werner, my husband,

died and I also get older every day and don’t read so
many books any more but rather always the same which
really interest me, I would have quite a lot to give away
but have not the funds to send them to Switzerland..
Do you have any advice to give me? I am still often in
Camphill though I don’t live there anymore. But I give
weekly religion lessons to keep in touch with children
and teachers alike.
Greetings to you from Roswitha Groth, Botswana
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Book Reviews
Turning Myself Forward:
The Personal Story
that led to the Transform
and Empower Approach

J

Julia Wolfson
ISBN-13: 9780646501505
Paperback
Review by Adrian Bowden,
Vidaråsen, Norway

ulia Wolfson has written an amazing testament for
people who need to regenerate their engagement in
whatever they are doing. Many of us have been touched
by Julia’s work in recent years. We have been affected
in the most challenging ways to repair our histories and
ourselves. I was so affected by this that I asked Julia to
write a book about how she came to this approach and
I thank Julia that she did.
Some of us have been disturbed or shaken by some
of the consequences this approach has brought to us.
Transformation is not a Sunday afternoon stroll in the
park; it is not even a weekend seminar. This is why the
book is full of stories. Our own ‘sacred text’ is what we
are here witnessing in the other. We are being confronted
with ‘the real life’, a screaming of the silence and invisibility that in many ways has eaten away at the core of
our spiritual intention.
Julia starts with a consideration of what happened to
her and the nation of South Africa in the nineties and
then leads us through her childhood memories: who is
God? Can I write my own name? Hanging upside down
on a monkey bar in front of the world she exposes her
journey as a kind of paradigm awakening for all of us
to be inspired by.
In this immensely readable book (it is only 108 pages)
Julia traverses through such wide ranging inspirations
as the African notion of ubuntu, to illustrate how ‘talking about the painful things that had happened was
part of the healing’; Paulo Friere’s The Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, to show how methods can be employed to
‘assist individuals with learning difficulties to gain dignity
and self respect, and use their voice in creating a better
life and a better world for everyone’; Aaron Antonovsky’s
salutogenesis: ‘my struggles are an opportunity to develop’; Arnold and Amy Mindell: ‘to connect empathetically
and be more mindful and fluid when sitting in the fire of
diversity and conflict’ and the current must-read book for
all people operating in activities like Camphill, Otto C.
Scharmer’s Theory U which offers ‘awareness tools’ for
the interaction between individual (micro), group(meso),
institutional (macro) and global (mundo).
Julia’s book may be described as a collection of intuitive wisdom interspersed with personal stories, demonstrating how this intuition arose by being profoundly
engaged in a dialogue with her deepest self and that of
the human beings she has encountered during an amazing field trip, her life.
Julia iterates the profound changes needed in Camphill
without any sense of superimposing, rather it is all about
inviting ‘intimacy with others’ or ‘rediscovering shared
enthusiasm for the purpose that motivates us collectively’
which can ‘dissolve hateful and wounding thoughts and
feelings, even momentarily’.
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Julia could be described as a Camphiller ‘gone rogue’
as she connects vigorously with the streams around her,
challenging herself and the people with whom she works
to enter into dialogue with people, organizations, and
movements which at first may seem to be counter-intuitive dialogue partners, reversing the tide of decades of
introspective ‘Steinercentrism’. She naturally uses Steiner
to back this position: ‘no spiritual movement can really
survive in our time which is any separatist movement of
mankind’. Then Julia asks the question that I sincerely
hope many in Camphill have been asking, ‘Was I living
in an illusion about the importance of what we were
doing? Or, could our collective experiences and aspirations somehow be part of a broader field network in the
world that I could discover.’ This reflects a justifiable fear
I sense today in Camphill, are we relevant? Julia communicates an insight for all of us however, wondering
if what we do is ultimately meaningful in the context of
a world facing major need of transformation:
In quantum terms the principle of locality and nonlocality means that wherever you are you can be
working on the whole field at different levels. This
worldview is hopeful and energizing because we can
be developing ourselves and affecting world change
simultaneously, from our own backyard.
The point is that we perform simple acts of love and we
do this belonging to a greater whole that will, like us,
be enriched by this – ubuntu.
Turning Myself Forward heralds a necessary paradigm
shift in our communities today. This paradigm shift is
remarkably no less than the recognition of a death and
rebirth of the spiritual content of the original Camphill
impulse. Julia writes: ‘In my view, the personal fate of
the founders [of Camphill] was integral to their ability
to use the archetypal imagination of the human being in
its wholeness in meeting individuals in their care with
respect, empathy and mutuality.’ In other words we today
have to transform ourselves to empower the Camphill
pioneer spirit in a postmodern, individualized way, a
way imbued with freedom:
Transform and Empower has its source in the profound
right of every person to be a leader of his or her own life,
in this spirit of freedom. This approach begins when two,
three or more want to collectively generate conditions
that enable those with the least voice, person by person,
to show the way.
I am currently in a little town in Vermont and I see
how community here works. The people here are not
delimited by a border, nor are they participating within a
‘strategic plan’. But they are each and all investing as free
individuals in the shared ‘social capital’, doing it simply
with love for what they do; no sense of obligation, just
doing what needs to be done. The point is that the world
can be transformed from the perspective of starting with
what is right in front of us, our small conscious actions.
Doing this in such a way can seem very challenging,
and some people will react defensively to people acting
consciously. The people here do not do what they do to
‘help’ others, or because they ‘should’, they do it because
doing things mindfully actually makes them healthy and
provokes a freedom from the constraints of the ultimate
choices with which they are daily challenged.

Julia indicates that what must happen right here right
now in our selves and others (in my interpretation) is to
harvest the social capital of Camphill to generate new
transformed social capital for the future. Julia does not
re-invent the Camphill impulse, rather, by using references from diverse streams: African, Indian, American,
German, Jewish, she re-testifies the true impulse at the
heart of Camphill:
‘And if you don’t know this dying and birth, you are
merely a guest on this earth’ (Goethe).
Read this book if you want to be reminded that honesty, pain and love is the soul food for a wonderful, free
life; if you are just willing to face the ‘real’ and trust the
resulting collective empowerment of everyone with you
on your journey.
Turning Myself Forward is available from:
www.crossfieldsinstitute.com
or www.turningforward.org

Hermann Gross: Art & Soul
Robin Jackson
Edinburgh: Floris Books,
ISBN 978-086315-652-6
Paperback, 2008, £20.00 US$45
120 pages, 52 plates full colour
Review by Margaret Crompton,
Market Rasen, England

T

his beautiful book draws in the reader from the first
glimpse through the eyes of the portrait on the cover,
which is later identified as the reflection of a face in a
mirror (plate 38, pp 92–93). The face is intriguing, the
focus of the eyes ambiguous. Hermann Gross, the artist
and subject of the monograph is, the picture might suggest, also intriguing and ambiguous.
Hermann Gross is probably better known and understood at Camphill Murtle Estate than anywhere else in
the world. It is particularly fitting that this unique celebration of his work should have been undertaken by Robin
Jackson who, as consultant there, admired the Gross
paintings, sculptures and stained glass in meeting rooms
and family houses. He is now a trustee of the Hermann
Gross Trust, which commissioned him to undertake the
first substantial introduction to the artist and his work.
The monograph is rich in photographs, many taken by
Nancy Jackson.
The Murtle Estate oeuvre was created while Gross
was artist-in-residence from 1963 until his death in
1988. Twenty years later, Jackson asks that the range,
power and depth of his work should be recognised and
appreciated.
Gross was invited to the Murtle Estate by Karl König,
initially to create metal sculptures for the newly opened
Camphill Hall. This was intended to ‘become the spiritual home of the Camphill movement.’ At König’s request, Archangels Michael and Raphael and A Praying
Man were created on site in order to ensure meaning
and authenticity (pp 49–52; Plates 18, 19, 20).
This demonstrates the holistic character of Gross’s life
and work at Camphill, with particular reference to Kandinsky and to Steiner’s belief in the encounter between
‘the divine or spiritual dimension behind the world of
appearances.’ Gross and König recognised and valued

this, ‘seeking ways to give artistic expression to the human spirit’ (pp 49, 53).
Jackson comments that: ‘Gross was aware that moving to Scotland would mean abandoning home and
friends, beginning a new life in a strange country at an
age when most people could not bear to be uprooted.
It was above all a deep spiritual decision that he would
live for art rather than from it; that he would give and
not take’ (p 53).
Gross was born in Germany in 1904 but spent periods
between 1928 and 1963 in Paris and the USA, returning
to Germany from 1935–1940, and 1956–1963. Jackson
devotes the first half of his monograph to biography,
clearly organised in eight sections, each focussing on
an aspect of experience and location. The second half
discusses Themes, including Religious works, Masks and
Masquerades, Children and Camphill, Camphill Hall,
Sketches. The text is vividly and generously illustrated
with photographs. These include archive images of Gross
as metal worker and stage designer, and pictures of work
by some of his tutors, for example, Waldemar Raemisch
and Robert Wlérick (pp 19–21, Plates 10,11).
One of the most ambiguous periods of Gross’s life
and work is discussed in section 5 1940–1945: Paris
(pp 27–33). After conscription into the Luftwaffe, Gross
served as war artist in one of Göring’s propaganda units.
Jackson includes three sketches from a series depicting Hitler’s Atlantic Wall and discerns possible hidden
messages, ‘which if...detected would almost certainly
have resulted in harsh punishment – possibly death.’ For
example, he asks, ‘Is it accidental that...the discarded
planks that lie alongside the bunker have fallen in the
shape of a cross?’ While, ‘In studying the planks entangled in the barbed wire, it is also possible to detect a
distorted Star of David swathed in barbed wire? Might
this be an allusion to the internment of Jews and others
in concentration camps?’ (pp 29–33, plate 13). These
pictures are uncompromising.
Indeed, Gross seems always to combine inner vision
with external realism. In Children and Camphill, Jackson notes: ‘Gross does not present sentimental art that
leads the viewer away from active engagement with
the ambiguities and complexities of the real world.’
Crucially, ‘Gross, like König was aware that the kind of
social renewal they sought could only be achieved by
creating a world that was more responsive to the needs
of a child. This is social art, where the medium is being
used to convey an ethical message, not simply about
how one should care for and protect children but how
societies, in general, should treat all vulnerable groups’.
Gross ‘succeeded in persuading the viewer to treat
children as serious subjects by portraying them with
compassion and without sentimentality’ (pp 77,78).
Particularly moving is the delicate blue ink portrait of
Julia Rosenthal, a child who has cerebral palsy, full of
gentle grace.
In contrast are the vivid Camphill Hall stained glass
windows, and the tremendous aluminium sculptures for
which Gross was originally invited to the Murtle Estate,
which leads back to König’s vision for not only Camphill
Hall but the whole concept of Camphill communities.
The invitation to Gross was a brilliant and successful
example of König’s realisation of this vision which, in
turn, Gross expressed in a magnificent blessing of images
– paintings and sketches, sculptures and stained glass.
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In this rich monograph, Jackson leads the reader into exploration of both the art and soul of Hermann Gross.
I would like [the painting of a picture] to be a communication from heart to picture and then from
picture to heart’.
(p.11; from Gross, January 1985, as quoted in Camphill Correspondence 1989).
Margaret writes and lectures about children’s spiritual
well-being. In May 2002 she contributed to the
conference on ‘Promoting the spiritual well-being of
children and young people with special needs: an
inclusive vision’, at Camphill Hall, Murtle Estate.

Time for Transformation:
Through Darkness to the Light
Margarete van den Brink
Paperback, 112 pages,
Rudolf Steiner Press (27 Oct 2008),
ISBN 978-1855842113
Review by Steve Lyons, Camphill
Rudolf Steiner Schools, Scotland

S

ome time ago I tried to introduce students to Psychosophy by giving examples of rhythm through verse
and poetry. We experienced contraction and expansion
in cosmic evolution through Steiner’s ‘Stars Spake Once
to Man’, then juxtaposed that with Shakespeare’s two
sonnets of earthly man’s day/night experience: “If the dull
substance of my flesh were thought”...I can’t vouch for
the students’ appreciation of the session but I certainly
enjoyed the exploration!
Time for Transformation reminded me strongly of my
earlier attempt to explore the human soul as rhythmic
activity. In wonderfully concise chapters the reader goes
from evolutionary stages of humanity to social phenomena of today, from social phenomena to individual
self-discipline. It is a well-timed contribution along

with other offerings of late on the subject of change,
metamorphosis and transformation, e.g. Andrew Plant’s
Communities in Transition, the growing work of our
communities with Ways to Quality or Otto Scharmer’s
Presence. Margarete’s book could have led the reader to
the tasks of organisational development, i.e. serving its
own members and society. I did expect it to do so.
But the subtitle Through Darkness To The Light addresses us differently. From first one point of view and
then another point of view, we readers consider our
own slumbering as opportunity for darkness to intensify.
Awakening from our slumber is the only way to:
 Perceive that I have been slumbering
 Experience that slumbering and wakening both
have meaning
 Will myself to self development
Margarete and Hans describe from various esoteric traditions how evil intensifies in evolution simultaneously with
the cold loneliness of individuality. Whereas in the past
we have been guided, today we are on our own. Today we
require to find within ourselves the will to do the good.
That of course, starts with wakening the self, gradually.
We can perceive this wakening in our relationships
with each other; we either insist on our own perspectives
or allow others to challenge them. While the latter can
be a painful process, it provides opportunity for maturation. Deliberately engaging with reflection is what we do
in supervision. It is what we ask for when we seek out
a counsellor. The human ability to reflect on our own
activity and thinking is neglected at our peril!
The trying activity of wakening the self is a spiritual
activity described as bringing light into the darkness of
our time. It transforms our individual, often lonely souls.
This short book, with many references is a worthwhile
read and could be a helpful suggestion to friends who
are searching for help along the way. www.hansstolp.nl
and www.margaretevandenbrink.nl
Steve helped to found
Simeon Care for the Elderly in Aberdeen, and now
works on bringing Ways To Quality to communities.

4th Biennial Inclusive Conference on Community Building and Social Renewal
Creating Community Today, in New Lanark, Tuesday 12th – Friday 15th May 2009
The centenary of Karl König was the starting point for the
conferences we have been holding at New Lanark since
2003. Both Karl König and Rudolf Steiner before him looked
with admiration at the life and ideals of Robert Owen. They
recognised his remarkable social endeavours in striving for
a more equitable and just society. The dramatic setting by
the Falls of Clyde was crucial for generating the waterpower
needed for the mills. It proved to be an inspired choice for
the creation of New Lanark.
This pioneering nineteenth century initiative in social
renewal has been an enduring example for succeeding
generations. Developed in recent decades, the social enterprise established by the New Lanark Trust has been awarded
World Heritage Village status by UNESCO.
We trust the inspiring programme for May 2009 will be
the basis for a dynamic experience. There will be plenty
to choose from for all participants, both at the conference
and in the surroundings. So we recognise that with such
a full and varied programme, delegates should be able to
take the conference at their own pace, and take time out
as required.
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Inclusion, in striving to create community together, remains
a key aspect of the conference. We would like these programmes to be distributed as widely as possible. Do encourage representation by the many stakeholders involved in
centres and communities, whatever their role, background
or means. Participation in these gatherings has become more
international in nature and we continue to support as much
diversity as possible.
Contributors will include: David Adams, Maria Albiez,
Colum Beagan, Claire Griffiths Bronzino, Jeannie Carlson,
Lana Chanarin, Fran Clay, Margaret Colquhoun, Ann
Druitt, Almut ffrench, Rudiger Grimm, Melissa Harwood,
Paul MacDonald, Angelika Monteux, David Newbatt, Cornelius Pietzner, Andrew Plant, Tom Ravetz, Margaret Shillan,
Swantje Siebke, Andrene Thompson, Soleira Wennekes.
For further information please contact: Jack Reed or
Duncan Dewar, Garvald Glenesk, 15/16 Avenue Road,
Eskbank, Dalkeith, Midlothian, EH22 3BP
Telephone: 0131 454 0031 or: 07792995581.
Fax: 0131 454 0209
Email: newlanarkglenesk@hotmail.com

Kate Roth Seminar
The tutors of the Kate Roth Seminar for Homemakers are
very happy to offer a new course, starting Oct/Nov 2009.
This will be the sixth course and each one before has been
good, bringing together homemakers from all over the world
for study, learning and personal development.
The seminar has been both a delight and a challenge.
Working on the subject and task of homemaking in the light
of the seven life processes has led to exciting and new ways
of looking at daily life. Four books have been published as
a result of the course: the ‘Art of Living’ which deals with
the seven life processes and a collection of excellent essays
written by participants on aspects of homemaking entitled
‘The Heart of the Home’. A further book called ‘Homemaking as a Social Art’ is selling very well, and the fourth book
‘Homemaking and Personal Development’ draws together
meditative exercises useful to homemakers who wish to
carry out their task in a meaningful and fulfilling way.
Contacts have been made between working houseparents
across nationalities, therapeutic centres and communities.
The last course also included mothers who wanted to renew
their task of building a social home. This has widened the
field of research to areas outside a purely therapeutic one.
However, there are still aspects that need more research,
notably the role of the father/housefather, something which
we all know is very essential to a happy home. One or
two men have joined the previous courses, but we could
do with more of them to help us on our path of development. We have been enriched by homemakers employed
in communities working with special needs people outside
the Camphill centres.
The tutors group is very conscious of the changing times
and welcomes participants bringing new and exciting
questions, observations and insights. Those who recognise
the art of homemaking are very welcome to apply to the
Kate Roth Seminar no matter their age, sex or experience
in community building. It can only enrich the course and
keep it abreast of relevant and timely issues.
The aims of the seminar are as follows:
To research the social art of homemaking through spiritual
science in such a way that the forms, structures and standards of therapeutic community living will be revitalised.
To create a platform where the art of homemaking can
be explored and developed by means of an understanding
of the seven life processes.
To deepen knowledge and understanding of the human
being through all phases of existence by which means a
path of personal development can be found.
The course comprises 7 workshops, each of 5 days duration, taking place three times a year, plus an introductory
and concluding week-end, making 9 sessions. The venues
will be in various communities and centres so that we can
get to know each other’s places, homes, and striving. We
are currently open to new participants and welcome applications.
For more details and costs please write to:
Veronika van Duin,
Camphill Community Glencraig, 4 Seahill Road,
Craigavad Holywood BT18 0DB
Northern Ireland,Tel: 028 9042 3396
or 028 9039 3764, Fax: 028 9042 8199
Email: office@glencraig.org.uk

The Christian Community
an independent church with congregations around the
UK, is looking for an administrator to manage its central
funds and liaise with the priests and the congregations,
which are self-administered.
Applicants should have good computer skills and be
numerate, with some bookkeeping experience. We will
be looking for a high level of communication and liaison
skills as this role requires an ability to interact with a
wide range of people both in our congregations and with
professional advisers.
We are looking for a person on a part time basis, ideally located in the West Midlands, but there is a degree
of flexibility in this.
Please send your CV to: Recruitment, 22 Baylie Street,
Stourbridge DY8 1AZ by 23 January 2009 or email:
recruitment@thechristiancommunity.co.uk

Living-way
Rock Cottage, Whiteshill, Stroud, GL6 6JS
Email: mail@Living-way.org
Web site: www.Living-way.org

path ways
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Life Pathways - Working with Life Stories
Courses and Training for Professional and Personal Development
Feb 19 - 22 2009 Biographical Keys and Life Phases
Aug 20 - 23 2009 offered two times in Stroud, Gloucestershire. This course forms
the Foundation for the Life Pathways Biography Work Training. It
stands as a valuable single workshop for personal exploration as
well as for therapists, teachers, facilitators and others engaged in
further professional development.
The course offers practical tools for a deeper understanding of the
physical, social and spiritual developmental stages in life.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Heart as the Key to the Kingdom - October 2008 - June 2010
Weekend Courses for Personal and Professional Development
Exploring creative Life Processes and perspectives for change
Hosted by 'The Glass House Project' - Stourbridge, West Midlands
Feb 13 - 15 2009 Hearing the Heart of the Matter: Communicating
Creative exercises for deepening listening and interaction
May 15 - 17 2009 Working with Change
Working with how to read deeper destiny questions in life events
Oct 30 - Nov 1 2009 Gateways in Life
Engaging with Trails and Thresholds
For further information please contact the facilitators:
Marah Evans: Ph 01453-750 097 or Karl-Heinz Finke: 0049 (30) 611 089 21

Self Catering Holiday House
The White House in Killin
Set within the beautiful Loch Lomond and Trossachs
National Park, The White House is in an ideal location
to explore the natural beauty of Highland Perthshire,
Scotland.
Situated in a secluded setting near the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding
op-portunities for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing. Comprises
5 bedrooms with accommodation for up to 12 persons sharing. tel: 01764 662416
for a brochure and availability

The Hatch Community


The Hatch Camphill Community is 
a community for young adults with 

special needs between the ages
of 19 and 30. It is situated in the
small town of Thornbury, ten miles
outside of Bristol. We are midway
between the Bristol Steiner School
and Wynstones School. We are
about 50 people living and working together, centred around workshops, farm and gardens. We have
a rich and varied cultural life, at the
centre of which is the celebration of
the festivals.
We are looking for individuals
who would like to join us and carry
The Hatch into the future. We are
urgently looking for a weaver to
join us and also people to carry
responsibility in workshops and administration. Interest in community
life and openness to anthroposophy
is essential.
All enquiries please contact:
The Management Group, The Hatch
Camphill Community, Castle Street,
Thornbury, BS35 1HG.
hatchcamphill@tiscali.co.uk
or phone Daniel Newman on
01454 413010.



       
      
     
       
      
       




     
       
     
    
      







      





   
      




     


 


     



Self-Catering Holiday Apartments

Old Tuscan organic olive oil farm peacefully situated on
a hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close by,
offers comfortable accommodation, spectacular walks and
excellent local Tuscan and international food. Arcobaleno
is perched on a neighbouring hill to Cortona, a famous old
Etruscan town steeped in Italian history and well positioned
to offer day excursions by car to many places of interest; for
example, within ca. one hour you can reach: Florence, Siena,
Perugia, Assisi, Arezzo and within about two hours: Rome &
Pisa. Additionally, the famous wine growing areas of Chianti,
Montepulciano and Montalcino are all within an hours’ drive
of Arcobaleno.
Further details are on our homepage on the Internet:

www.arcobaleno-toscana.com or email or call me personally at
following: Lucas Weihs, San Pietro a Cegliolo CS 59,
1-52044
Cortona AR
Tuscany,Page
Italy 1
PA Journal Colour ad.qxd
21/2/07
12:15
email: arcobaleno@technet.it tel: + 39 0575 612777

jukola holidays
S i l e n c e
     snow experience
   finnish winter
   sauna
wooden
houses
Book your week!
70–100 Euro /apartment/day
Tel. + 358 40 574 85 15
jukolart@gmail.com
www.jukolart.com

The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Integrating mainstream
and complementary
medicine with:

The

Park
Attwood
Clinic

Need a Holiday?

a committed team of
conventionally qualified
doctors and nurses
anthroposophic therapies
to address healthcare
holistically
natural medicines to
complement the use of
conventional drugs
individualised treatments
for day- and in-patients
The Park Attwood Clinic
Trimpley, Bewdley, Worcs DY12 1RE
Tel 01299 861444
www.parkattwood.org

Caring for you

holistically

Maybe just

A few days of peace and quiet?
A retreat for your co-workers?
A venue for a course or a seminar?

Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre in
Solborg Camphill Village can host up to 30 people
at any one time, full board and lodging or self
catering. As far as possible we serve ecological or
biodynamic food from our own gardens and farm.
Solborg Camphill Village can offer visits to the farm
and the workshops. We are located in beautiful natural
surroundings, with Oslo just an hour away.
Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre
Solborg, N-3520 Jevnaker, Norway
Tel:+47 32 13 30 58 — Fax:+47 32 13 20 20
seminarsenter@camphill.no
www.camphill.no

SPACE
TO BE!

Self catering cottage
on the borders of
Herefordshire and
Worcestershire. Buzzards,
butterflies, walks and
peace.
Sleeps 2 (or 4 with double
futon sofabed in lounge).
Details from:
Maggie Kingston on
44 (0)1885 410431

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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